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LAD Print status Web status
Norwich Monopoly Monopoly
Ipswich Monopoly Monopoly
Monopoly Monopoly
Falkirk Monopoly Monopoly
Lancaster Monopoly Monopoly
Ribble Valley Monopoly Johnston Press Dominance
Monopoly Monopoly
Brighton and Hove Monopoly Monopoly
Bolton Monopoly Newsquest Dominance
Craven Monopoly Newsquest Dominance
Watford Monopoly Monopoly
Hertsmere Monopoly Newsquest Dominance
Leicester Monopoly Monopoly
Monopoly Monopoly
Rochdale Monopoly Monopoly
Monopoly Monopoly
Stockport Monopoly Monopoly
East Hampshire Monopoly Monopoly
Cannock Chase Monopoly Monopoly
Cambridge Monopoly Monopoly
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LAD Print status Web status
Babergh
Huntingdonshire
Bedford
East Renfrewshire
Leeds Monopoly
Luton
Wealden
Christchurch Monopoly
Lewes
Maldon
Sedgemoor
Worcester
Monopoly
Vale of Glamorgan
Gloucester Monopoly
Boston
Hart
High Peak
Wirral
Dover
Local news websites in LADs with three or more print publishers
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LAD Publishers Titles Web status vs print
Ashford Same Same From dominance to no 
dominant publisher
Chelmsford Fewer More Reduced dominance
Fife Fewer Fewer Monopoly
Thurrock Fewer Fewer Monopoly
Mid Sussex Fewer More Reduced dominance
Mid Devon Fewer Same Increased dominance
Brentwood Fewer Same Increased dominance
Redbridge Fewer Same Increased dominance
Cherwell Fewer Same Increased dominance
Hambleton Same More Increased dominance
Havering Fewer Fewer Increased dominance
Tandridge Fewer Same Increased dominance
South Somerset Fewer Same Increased dominance
Sevenoaks Same More Increased dominance
Cheshire East Fewer Fewer Increased dominance
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Case study 1: Port Talbot – a community without dedicated local news 
coverage
national average, and 41 per cent have never accessed the internet (Welsh 
Government: Government Social Research, 2011).
The only local newspaper covering the town is the South Wales Evening 
Post 
edition.
The Port Talbot Guardian and Neath Guardian were closed by Trinity Mirror 
in 2009.
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paper, the Northants Telegraph.
Northants Telegraph went from daily to weekly publication in 2012.
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2015).
Contains two parliamentary constituencies: Rochdale, and Heywood and 
Covered by four local papers, all owned by Trinity Mirror.
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1. The existing plurality framework is neither promoting nor protecting 
plurality of news media ownership in multiple local areas across the UK. The 
government should consider a major upheaval of the existing media plurality 
framework
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2. While there is evidence to support intervention in local news, there is not 
the BBC’s proposal to employ 100 new local reporters.
3. Subsidies currently given to local media – which run into the hundreds of 
millions – are not targeted at promoting plurality, entrepreneurialism or at 
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4. There is an urgent need for further research to establish the nature and 
extent of local news provision and inform potential policy interventions.
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